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PREFACE
Women studies is an interdisciplinary subject. The purview of this book transcends the
boundaries of classical gender studies. Therefore, the book is helpful for not only
students/researchers of gender or women studies but also for those concerned with social
science disciplines such as sociology, economics, social work, geography, political science,
mass communication, etc.
The book is divided into twelve chapters. The first chapter deals with a broad introduction
on the background of the annals of worldwide women’s movement and the history of
establishment of women studies as an academic discipline. The second section of the chapter
entails the history of women’s movements in India. It also focusses on the development of
women studies as an academic discipline along with a detailed analysis of the introduction of
national committees, commissions, organizations and government departments for women
empowerment in the country. Protracting from the first chapter, the second chapter explains the
four models of feminism – its characteristics and major thinkers in these schools of thought.
Additionally, the chapter also goes in detail on India women – the interlinkages between caste,
class, culture and social system.
The third chapter elucidates the concept of women in education. It details the gender bias
in enrolment, the case of women dropouts. The second section of the chapter elaborates the
concept of negative capability, recent trends in women’s education. The chapter also analyses
various government schemes for adult literacy, non-formal education for women. It also
gauges on the existing committees and commissions relating to women’s education in the
country. Fourth chapter deals with the notion of productive and non-productive work. It also
discusses the production relations and the role of women in organized and unorganized sector
in the country. The chapter which is an analysis of the women’s contribution in the Indian
economy, additionally also deals with the modules such as training, skill development and
income generation for women. It also focusses on the impact of new economic policy,
globalization and structural adjustment programmess on women’s employment.
Chapter five discusses the concepts such as definition, meaning and importance of
entrepreneurship. It details the entrepreneurial traits and factors contributing to women
entrepreneurship such as micro enterprises. Further, it also deals with the interconnectedness
between gender and technology, technology transfer, appropriate technology, information
technology and its impact on women’s development. Sixth chapter is devoted to the discussion
of women in health – health status of women, gender mortality, nutrition, HIV-AIDS control
programmes, national health population policies and programmes. Additionally the chapter
also centres on gender in health care sector of India - women in the five year plans and
committees on healthcare for women.
Seventh chapter is dedicated towards women development and empowerment. Along with
a broad introduction of the concept, the chapter also focusses on the background of the theories
of development, approaches in Indian five year plans and girl child labourers. It also explains
the changing role of women in various areas such as self-help-group, leadership, Panchayati

Raj, NGOs, and women’s contribution towards national and international funding agencies.
Chapter eight is devoted to the discussion on women and laws. It deals with the Indian
constitutional/legal provisions related to women such as personal laws, labour laws, laws on
violence against women, family courts and the human rights as women’s rights. Chapter Eight
deals with the description on women and media. It details the portrayal of women in mass
media, the role of women in mass media and communication (alternative media). Additionally,
it also engages on the discussion on women related laws from the media perspective.
Chapter ten is dedicated towards the research methodology for women studies. It details
the feminist research methods – epistemology and theories in particular. Eleventh chapter
comprises of the miscellaneous information in the domain of women studies such as on the
terminology of women studies, contributions of western and Indian feminist thinkers and status
of women studies in India. The last chapter provides the previous years solved question papers
(2004-2017) of the UGC NET exam in the discipline of women studies.
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CONCEPT AND SCOPE OF NET
AND SET/SLET
It was felt that an eligibility test at the national level may not be completely able to represent the
subjects which are regional in their character. Moreover, the demand for enabling the candidates to
appear for the Test in their own mother tongue was also being made. The State Governments and
Union Territories were, therefore, given the option of conducting their own Test for eligibility for
Lectureship at the State level. Thus was born the concept of SET, i.e., State Eligibility Test for
Lectureship Eligibility only. It is conducted both in English and the vernacular.
The Commission at its meeting held on 25th May, 1990 decided to constitute a UGC Committee
on Accreditation of Test (U-CAT). The terms of reference of U-CAT are as follows:
(A) Laying down guidelines for holding the tests
(B) Accreditation of tests conducted by agencies other than UGC/CSIR.
(C) Monitoring of tests conducted by other agencies and suggesting follow-up measures.
(D) Extend guidance and help to State level agencies in the organisation of the tests.
Based on the recommendations made by U-CAT, the following guidelines are given to the States
regarding test design, course content, organisation of the test, etc. for conducting State Eligibility Test
(SET) for Lectureship only.
In accordance with the mandate given by the Government of India, the University Grants
Commission (UGC), on request of State Governments, proposed to have STATE ELIGIBILITY TEST
(SET) duly accredited by UGC for a fixed term. This State Level Test is based on the pattern of the
National Eligibility Test (NET) conducted by UGC and UGC/CSIR for Humanities, Social Sciences
and Sciences subjects respectively. The State Governments and Union Territories, which are desirous
of conducting their own SET, are required to obtain accreditation from UGC from time to time.
Besides conducting the NET, the role of the NET Bureau is to assess and accredit State identified
agencies to conduct SET examination. The SET assessment is done by evaluating the performance
of the State agency designated by the State Government. The Certification of Accreditation is given to
the State for a stipulated period of time.
Identification of State Agency: A State Government may identify an agency, which may be a
University, or an examination body of repute or a reputed agency associated with recruitment of
teachers for higher education.
States Conducting SLET: Presently, SET is being conducted in the following states:
1. Maharashtra and Goa
2. Tamil Nadu (under consideration as on 14-07-2005)
3. Madhya Pradesh
4. Andhra Pradesh
5. Himachal Pradesh

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Jammu & Kashmir
Rajasthan
West Bengal
NE-SLET (Which includes all North-Eastern states and Sikkim)
Karnataka (Under consideration as on 14-07-2005)

The Commission constitutes an Accreditation Committee from time to time to assess the
performance of the states conducting the SET Examination. The Commission takes a final decision
about any state on the basis of the Report of the Committee.

SCOPE OF NET AND SLET
1. Eligibility for Lectureship: Clearing of NET confers eligibility for lectureship upon Indian
nationals, i.e., the NET qualified candidates are eligible to apply for the post of lecturer in all
Indian universities/institutes/colleges.
It was resolved in the UGC’s Commission Meeting held on 1.11.2001 that commencing from
the SET examinations scheduled in or after June, 2002, the SET qualified candidates shall be
eligible for appointment to the post of lecturer only in the universities/colleges belonging to
the state from where they have passed the SET examination. The status of SET shall remain
unchanged for SET examinations conducted prior to 1st June, 2002, i.e., the candidates
clearing SET were eligible for appointment to the post of lecturer anywhere in India.
2. Junior Research Fellowship: The candidates who qualify the Junior Research Fellowship
(JRF) Examination of UGC/CSIR NET are also eligible for the post of lectureship.
In addition, they are also eligible to receive Fellowships (UGC/CSIR) under various schemes
subject to the candidates finding their placement in the universities/IITs/other national
organizations. The validity of the offer is two years w.e.f. the date of issue of JRF award
letter. The validity period of the offer has been raised from one year to two years for JRF
Award Letters issued on or after 1st April, 2005. However, in case the candidates have
already joined M.Phil./Ph.D., the date of commencement of fellowship will be from the date
of declaration of NET examination result or date of their joining, whichever is later.
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GLOBAL: HISTORY OF WOMEN MOVEMENTS
Honorably, there is no way to understand story of all forms of oppression imposed on women in
the annals of the Italy, United Kingdom, France, United States of America and Germany without
understanding their foundation of women movement and activities during the nineteenth century and
early twentieth century. Feminism is a product of women and gender studies. We will discuss about
difference between feminism and women’s studies. But first of all, I will deal with the question of
‘When did modern feminism begin’? We historically see its genesis in the socio-political and cultural
ideas emerged during the half of Renaissance age fifteenth to seventeenth century and after eighteenthcentury (Enlightenment period) and the French Revolution, which regarded all human beings as
rational creatures who enjoyed the same fundamental rights. The roots of feminismare found in
ancient Greece with Sappho (612-570 BCE) and Hypatia (circa 370-415) or the medieval world with
Hildegard of Bingen (1098-1179) or Christine de Pizan (1364-1430). The first to amass the problem
in her writings was the Italian French humanist poetess of the fourteenth century Christine de Pizan.1
Legacy of Pizan incredibly shows by Simone de Beauvoir wrote in 1949 that Epitre au Dieu d’Amour
(1399) (Epistle to the God of Love 1399) was “the first time we see a woman take up her pen in
defence of her sex”. In other words, she was the first woman to write about the relation of the sexes
and to denounce misogyny. Later writers include Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa (1486-1535),2 and
Moderata Fonte (1555-1592)3 who worked in the sixteenth century. Rachel Speght (1597-?)4 was the
first woman in Renaissance United Kingdom to publish under her own name women rights pamphlets,
polemics and poems that engaged with contemporary debates about the nature, status, and education of
women. In the seventeenth century, writers such as Hannah Woolley (1622 – 1675)5 and Margaret
Cavendish, Duchess of Newcastle-upon-Tyne (1623 – 1673)6 in England, Juana Inés de la Cruz
(1651 – 1695)7 in Mexico, Marie de Gournay (1565 – 1645)8 and François Poullain de la Barre
(1647 – 1725)9 in France and Anne Bradstreet (1612 – 1672)10 were English poetesses of North
America who spearheaded the movement.
In eighteenth century, the Age of Enlightenment was characterised by secular intellectual
reasoning and a flowering of philosophical writing. Many Enlightenment philosophers defended the
rights of women including Montesquieu (1689-1755) and Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778).
Denis Diderot (1713-1784), Baron d’Holbach (1723-1789), Catharine Macaulay (1731-1791),
Marquis de Condorcet (1743-1794), Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832), Frances Burney ( 1752-1840),
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

The Book of the City of Ladies (1404) and The Treasure of the City of Ladies (1404).
Declamation on the Nobility and Preeminence of the Female Sex (1529).
The Worth of Women (1600).
A Mouzell for Melastomus (1617).
The Gentlewomans Companion, 1673 Or, A Guide to the Female Sex
She was the first woman to attend a meeting at Royal Society of London in 1667 and she criticised
and engaged with members and philosophers Thomas Hobbes, René Descartes, and Robert Boyle.
Retrieved from 16th July 2016. http://extra.shu.ac.uk/emls/si-14/akkecorp.html
Loa to Divine Narcissus, 1669, & The Dream
The Equality of Men and Women (1622) and The Ladies’ Grievance 1626.
Equality of the two sexes, speech physical and moral where it is seen the importance to demolish
itself prejudge” (1673)
The Tenth Muse Lately Sprung Up in America (1650).
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Marry Wollstonecraft (1759-1797) and German Theodore Gottlieb von Hippel published on the Civil
Improvement of Women (1794). From 1789, under the pressure of events, developed a new form of
feminism in action. Till today, the field of theoretical feminism lies on the foundation of the works
done by Marquis de Condorcet, Olympe de Gouges (1748 – 1793), and Marry Wollstonecraft. These
three authors, based on the Declaration of Human Rights, demand equality for both sexes and say their
rights are founded in kind.
Today, Marry Wollstonecraft is regarded as the grandmother of British feminism and often
characterised as the first feminist philosopher and even feminists often cite both her life and work as
important influences. In 1792, Mary Wollstonecraft’s work Vindication of the rights of the woman
was published in London, which had tremendously improvised some of the poorly composed chapters
of the Declaration of Olympe de Gouges. It strikes by its originality, her spirit and her very personal
tone. No doubt Marry, sensitive, passionate, flayed alive in her childhood, she knew during her short
life, what could be the misfortune of being a woman (The Wrongs of Woman as her second novel).
Nevertheless, A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792) is one of the first works that can
unambiguously be called feminist, although by modern standards her comparison of women to the
nobility, the elite of society (coddled, fragile, and in danger of intellectual and moral sloth) may at first
seem dated as a feminist argument. Wollstonecraft identified the education and upbringing of women
as creating their limited expectations based on a self-image dictated by the male gaze. Despite her
perceived inconsistencies (Miriam Brody refers to the “Two Wollestonecrafts” ) reflective of problems
that had no easy answers, this book remains a foundation stone of feminist thought.
But soon would triumph republican morality. The Jacobins, faithful disciples of Rousseau, were
put in their proper place as mothers and wives, women who had forgotten the role that nature had
reserved for them since the beginning of humanity. Their actions and their words would triumph
republican morality and silence those annoying voice. Then with the Code Napoleon of 1804, their
dependence enshrined in law will make them minor to life. The feminist movement was stifled but it
was only in sleep and it would be reborn in the nineteenth century.
The nineteenth century brought a more pronounced form of nascent feminism. The establishment
of the Civil Code in 1804, which emphasises the inability of women, destroyed the efforts of previous
years and revived the struggle for women’s rights. Romantics, Saint-Simonian and Fourierists then
advocate that women’s emancipation, which will be encouraged by the revolutions of 1830 and 1848.
This is also in this period that appear the first women’s magazines (free Woman, 1832). Women’s
claims are becoming more intense, particularly through the characters of Flora Tristan (1803-1844)
and later Louise Michel (1830-1905).
Feminist movements that spread over the nineteenth century were the liberal and socialist. The
liberal feminism, acting in Britain and USA mainly, is a reformist feminism, heavily influenced by
liberalism and John Stuart Mill, Harriet Taylor Mill, Josephine Butler. The socialist feminism
developed in circles of utopian socialism in France and Britain, and believed that only socialism and
not the bourgeois equal rights movement could improve the lives of women. Liberal feminists and
socialists had frequent discussions and clashes in Europe, for ideological and religious reasons. Many
liberal feminists came from individualistic liberal Protestantism. Catholic feminism, which spread in
the late nineteenth and twentieth especially in France and Germany, was more supportive, proposing
reforms for women in personal, family and social life, without opposing private and public spaces:
feminist advances and maternity care and family should be supported.
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Feminists and scholars and academician have echeloned the movement’s history into three
‘waves’. The first wave refers chiefly to women’s suffrage movements (1830s-early 1920s) of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (mainly concerned with women’s right to vote). The second
wave (1960s-1980s) refers to the ideas, praxis and actions associated with the women’s liberation
movement beginning in the 1960s (which campaigned for legal and social rights for women). The
third wave (1990s-present) refers to a continuation of, and a reaction to the perceived failures of,
second-wave feminism, beginning in the 1990s.
First-wave feminism refers to an extended period of feminist activity during the nineteenth
century and early twentieth century in the United Kingdom and the United States. Originally, it
focused on the promotion of equal contract and property rights for women and the opposition to
chattel marriage and ownership of married women (and their children) by their husbands. However, by
the end of the nineteenth century, activism focused primarily on gaining political power, particularly
the right of women’s suffrage. Yet, feminists such as Voltairine de Cleyre (1866-1912), Margaret
Sanger Slee (1879-1966) and Margaret Fuller (1810-1850) were still active in campaigning for
women’s sexual, reproductive and economic rights at this time. Her book ‘Woman in the Nineteenth
Century’ is considered the first leading feminist work in the United States. In 1854, Florence
Nightingale (1820-1910) established female nurses as adjuncts to the military.
In Britain the Suffragettes and, possibly more effectively, the Suffragists campaigned for the
women’s vote. In 1918, the Representation of the People Act 1918 was passed granting the vote to
women over the age of 30 who owned houses. In 1928, this was extended to all women over twentyone. The Isle of Man was the first free standing jurisdiction to grant women the vote (1881), followed
by New Zealand in 1893, where Kate Sheppard (1847-1934) had pioneered reform. In 1893, New
Zealand became the first country to allow women to vote in national elections. Meanwhile, in the USA,
the first women’s rights convention was held at Seneca Falls in 1848. And leaders of this movement
included Lucretia Mott (1793-1880), Lucy Stone (1818-1893), Susan B. Anthony (1820-1906) and
Elizabeth Cady Stanton (1815-1902) who each campaigned for the abolition of slavery prior to
championing women’s right to vote; all were strongly influenced by Quaker thought.
Obtaining Voting Rights for Women in Some Countries
New Zealand
1893
Australia
1902
Finland
1906
Norway
1913
Denmark
1915
Canada
1917
Austria, Germany, Russia, Poland
1918
Netherlands
1919
United States
1920
Sweden
1921
Britain, Ireland
1928
Spain
1931
Turkey
1934
France
1944
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Italy
Argentina, Japan, Pakistan Mexico
China
India
Colombia
Malaysia, Zimbabwe
Algeria
Iran, Morocco
Libya
Ecuador
Switzerland
Bangladesh
Jordan
Portugal
Namibia
Western Samoa
Kazakhstan, Moldova
South Africa
Kuwait
United Arab Emirates
Saudi Arabia

1945
1947
1949
1950
1954
1957
1962
1963
1964
1967
1971
1972
1974
1976
1989
1990
1993
1994
2005
2006
2011

These years are indicative as often the process of obtaining political rights was a long and
complex one. An example is Portugal: in 1931, women with higher or secondary education obtained
the right to vote. We must wait, however, until 1974, with the fall of the dictatorship, so that it can
properly speak of women’s suffrage. Many of the countries that gained the right to vote in the interwar period, Spain is a good example, then they went through long dictatorial stages when the vote for
women and men, was absolutely suppressed or adulterated.
American first-wave feminism involved a wide range of women. Some, such as Frances Willard
(1839-1898), belonged to conservative Christian groups such as the Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union. Others, such as Matilda Joslyn Gage (1826-1898), were more radical, and expressed
themselves within the National Woman Suffrage Association or individually. American first-wave
feminism is considered to have ended with the passage of the Nineteenth Amendment to the United
States Constitution (1919), granting women the right to vote in all states.
The term first wave was coined retrospectively after the term second-wave feminism began to be
used to describe a newer feminist movement that focused as much on fighting social and cultural
inequalities as political inequalities.11
At the end of nineteenth century, feminist groups were consolidating their positions, and its
programs and activities were increasingly numerous and known in Europe and America, thanks to the
press, magazines, conferences, associations, conferences, books, politic debates and street demonstrations.
11.

Retrieved from 16th July 2016, http://www.gender.cawater-info.net/knowledge_base/rubricator/
feminism_e.htm
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In mid-twentieth century emerged ‘second wave’ feminism was largely concerned with issues of
equality, such as ending discrimination. As more and more women experience suburban life in a new
consumerism, the publication of two major texts denouncing the situation of women, The Second Sex
(1949) of the French Simone de Beauvoir (1908-1986) and more particularly, the Feminine Mystique
(1963) of the American Betty Friedan (1921-2006), encourages a new generation of feminists to
assert itself in the West and Quebec. Two major goals marked the second wave of feminism: the quest
for equality between men and women and women’s liberation.
The movement then turned around three areas: liberal feminism, Marxist feminism and radical
feminism. The first is the continuation of the first wave of liberal tradition, which wants to reform the
current system to better fit the needs of women and thereby achieve equality between men and women.
These feminists, the majority in Quebec, especially fighting prejudice and trying to break down the
various barriers to women, whether in politics, in education or in the labor market. Marxist feminists,
whose action in Quebec is more marginal in the 1960s and 1970s, fighting for the overthrow of the
capitalist system and private property, they consider the source of women’s oppression. Finally, the
so-called radical feminists attack the patriarchal system and advocate for the development and
recognition of women’s culture. They also participate in the sexual revolution by encouraging women
to become more informed about sexuality and to emancipate themselves sexually.
This period was also marked by increased feminist writing and female enrollment in higher
education, the establishment of academic women’s studies center, courses and departments and
feminist ideology in other related fields, such as politics, sociology, history, and literature and leaders
of writers was Gloria Steinem, Kate Millett, Shulamith Firestone, Germaine Greer, Sheila
Rowbotham, Juliet Mitchell, Kathie Sarachild (Redstockings), Susan Brownmiller, Susan Griffin,
Catharine MacKinnon and Andrea Dworkin by Ms. Magazine (1971), Sexual Politics (1969), The
Dialectic of Sex (1970), The Female Eunuch (1970), Women’s Liberation and the New Politics (1969),
Woman’s Estate (1971), Feminist Revolution (1975), Against Our Will: Men, Women and Rape
(1975), Pornography and Silence (1981), Sexual Harassment of Working Women: A Case of Sex
Discrimination (1979) and Pornography: Men Possessing Women (1981) respectively.
The term “Third-wave Feminism” is used in the United States until the 1990s to describe a new
generation of feminists that integrate their struggles, issues and practices that fall out, and others both
in continuity with those of the previous generation, following the “second wave”. Among other
differences, the importance placed on diversity within groups, including better visibility occupied by
women as doubly marginalised or stigmatised – women of color, indigenous, lesbians, prostitutes,
transsexuals, disabled, or women large, to name those groups.
The first to speak of a third wave is the American Rebecca Walker in 1992. In an article entitled
Becoming the Third Wave, it traces the emergence of a new generation in the early 1980s, when black
activists ever increasing – Gloria Anzaldua, Bell Hooks, Chela Sandoval, Cherrie Moraga Audre
Lorde, Luisa Accati, Maxine and Hong Kingston, among others – were against the white and
bourgeois character of radical feminism. Pondering also the date of birth of the third wave, some
thinkers – influenced by the truly global nature of feminism now rather speak of 1985, which ended
the decade of women decreed by the United Nation and marking the minorisation of western white
women in international gatherings, including Nairobi, notes the author Micheline Dumont in a
collection of papers published in Quebec.
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GLOBAL: HISTORY OF WOMEN’S STUDIES
Introduction to the History of Women movements began with the French revolution of what we
know as Europe today. A study of these women’s movements would lead us to analyse the two broad
schools of thought of women’s studies namely - gender relations (gender history), and women's
activism. Various women-related issues which have been addressed over time through the three waves
of feminism across the continents of Europe, America and Asia were all organised in theoretical
perspective under the umbrella of women’s studies. Broadly, the first wave of feminism dealt with
suffrage and social and legal reform. The second wave of feminism emphasized on paternalism, birthright, speech under the fascist and Nazi regimes whereas the third wave of feminism advocated
women's emancipation and liberation.
Women’s studies explores who women were, who women are, who they might be, and how their
lives and human interactions are affected by society’s values, traditions and institutions. Women’s
studies is arguably the most revolutionary novel field of intellectual inquiry of our current age. The
field of gender and women’s studies emerged from the contemporary feminist movement with the
initial goal of bringing women and their experiences, thought more fully into knowledge. According to
Bonnie G. Smith, in its simplest form, Women’s Studies brings all of women’s experience under the
scholarly microscope, subjecting it to the most advanced scientific methods available in the university.
Researchers dig up facts and develop insights about that experience and then teachers and students
look at the findings coming from an array of disciplines, processing and often perfecting them.
Women’s Studies programs include almost every perspective—from the natural sciences to the social
sciences, from law to the arts. This breadth makes Women’s Studies the most wide-ranging of
academic fields. Its rich diversity provides the judgments, research, and energy of a broad group of
scholars and students to advance the discipline.
Women’s Studies is a global undertaking. It began almost simultaneously around the world. In its
short history (from the late 1960s in the United States), women’s studies has moved around the world
as an idea, a concept, a practice. The first accredited women’s studies course was held in 1969 at
Cornell University in New York (United States). After a year of intense organising of women’s
consciousness raising groups, rallies, petition circulating, and operating unofficial or experimental
classes and presentations before seven committees and assemblies, the first women’s studies program
in the United States was established in 1970 at San Diego State College (now San Diego State
University – SDSU). In conjunction with National Women’s Liberation Movement, students and
community members created the AD HOC Committee for women’s studies. By 1974, SDSU faculty
members began a nationwide campaign for the integration of the department. At the time, these
actions and the field was extremely political. Due to the sensitive political nature of the movement and
harsh backlash to the feminist movement, there are still a lot of unknowns about the creation of
women’s studies. Ewha University in Seoul, South Korea began its first Women’s Studies program in
1977. According to Marilyn Boxer, the early history of women’s studies reveals rapid expansion from
one integrated program in 1970 to 150 in 1975, 300 in 1980, 450 in 1985, and 600 in 1990.
The first scholarly journal in interdisciplinary women’s studies, Feminist Studies, began
publishing in 1972. The National Women’s Studies Association (of the United States) was established
in 1977. In New Zealand, the first course in women’s studies was taught at the University of Waikato
in 1973. In Australia, the first course in women’s studies was taught at the University of Hinders in
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1973. In Western Europe, most women’s studies departments emerged in the 1980s (Denmark,
Finland, France, Germany, Italy), and in Eastern Europe, the 1990s (Hungary, Slovenia, Spain).
Similar programs appeared in Latin America in the mid-1980s and a few years later in African and
Asian countries.
The first Ph.D. program in Women’s Studies was established at Emory University in 1990. In 2015
at Kabul University, the first master’s degree course in gender and women’s studies in Afghanistan began.
As of 2012, there are 16 institutions offering a Ph.D. in Women’s Studies in the United States. Following
women’s studies research centers appeared in an institutionalised in the world.
Institutionalisation of Women’s Studies in the World
New Zealand
1973
Australia
1973
Finland
1980
Norway
1985
Denmark
1982
Canada
1980
Germany
1981
Netherlands
1976
United States
1969
Japan
1974
Britain
1975
Spain
1995
Turkey
1993
France
1987
Italy
1974
Thailand
1981
China
1987
India
1974
Sri Lanka
1991
Malaysia
1987
Hungary
1990
Iran
2001
Pakistan
1990
Nigeria
1986
Israel
1982
Bangladesh
2000
Peru
1982
Namibia
1989
Slovenia
1992
Kazakhstan
1997
South Africa
1988
Palestine
1994
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South Korea
Nepal
Philippines
Hong Kong
Sudan

1977
1996
1981
1997
1986

But, according to Bonnie G. Smith, Women’s Studies is not exactly new. Yet not everyone
applauded. Consider the case of Lucy Maynard Salmon (1853-1927), who taught an early form of
Women’s Studies at Vassar College until the 1920s. Salmon had trained with the great scholars of her
day, including Woodrow Wilson, who would become US president in 1913. She was interdisciplinary
and used methods that historians, art historians, sociologists, and others now blend today in their study
of women, and she is credited by them for such innovative techniques as “reading the vernacular
landscape.” At the time, however, young male teachers tried to get her fired from her post as
department chair even as others began adopting some of her methods. Salmon was an unsung pioneer
in Women’s Studies, but one who stubbornly continued her inspiring investigations and the pursuit of
methodological creativity.

INDIA: HISTORY OF WOMEN’S STUDIES
In India, women’s studies started as part of a larger women’s movement and social movement
and the growing social concern among a few academicians about the widening issues of education,
poverty, unemployment, inequality and underdevelopment. It gradually evolved to embrace the aim of
bringing about greater knowledge about the social basis of women’s inequality, their marginalisation
in development and their exclusion from centers of power and power structures. Women’s studies was
viewed as a critical instrument of academic activity leading to social action and social transformation
through the generation of data and clarifying perspectives, as well as leading to greater awareness
among teachers, students and the general community.
According to Neera Desai, the first wave of the women’s movement in India began in the 1920s.
Women’s Indian Association (WIA) was established in 1917 as India’s first major feminist
organisation. The National Council of Women in India (NCWI) was formed in 1925 as a national
branch of the International Council of Women. The All India Women’s Conference (AIWC) was
founded in 1927 by Margaret Cousins as non-governmental organisation (NGO) in Delhi. Their
involvement in these bodies represented a willingness to establish an alliance with women of other
communities over the issue of women education, social uplift and legislature reform.
A major change was, however, taking place in Indian society with a rapid growth in the number
of educated women. After independence, when the committee on the ‘Status of the Women in India’
was constituted in 1971 by a Resolution of the Ministry of Education and Social Welfare, the
Government received unexpectedly starting findings on the condition of Indian women. The findings
of the Report brought into limelight the issues faced by women in India and sparked off the wider
debate on women's issues for the government, academia and women’s organisations. It is, therefore,
imperative to refer to the emergence and impact of the CSWI Report on the women’s movement and
women’s studies.
Its authors included Vina Mazumdar and her colleagues Lotika Sarkar, Kumud Sharma and P.
Sujaya. They produced what was to become one of the most significant documents about women to
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come out of independent India — Towards Equality: The ‘Report of the Committee on the Status of
Women in India’ was described as a ‘historic benchmark’ when it was first published in 1974. The
report proved to be an “eye opener” women’s condition by talking about development and democracy
from gender perspective. The Report discusses socio-cultural settings governed by religious traditions,
descent systems, family organisations and marriage-related practices, which will be of interest to
students and scholars of anthropology, sociology and cultural studies. It forced a reconceptualisation
of the prevalent discourse on issues of gender and economic well-being, political participation, law,
health and family welfare. Towards Equality: Report of the Committee on the Status of Women in
India presents this report and examines its impact on the nation-building process of post-colonial India.
It explores the dynamics and values of inherited social institutions like family and marriage within a
diverse, plural and hierarchical society. The result is a comprehensive and holistic examination of all
questions relating to the rights and status of women in India, providing useful guidelines for the
formulation of social policies.
In this same year, first Indian women’s studies centers as The Research Unit on Women’s
Studies that set up in SNDT university Mumbai by Neera Desai (1925-2009) as Pioneer of Women’s
Studies in India, became the model and inspiration for other such centres and the University Grants
Commission considered it a model to be emulated:
1. Centre for Women’s Development Studies (CWDS) was founded in 1980 in Delhi by Vina
Mazumdar.
2. The Centre for Women’s Studies (CWS) established in 1982 at TISS in Mumbai.
3. The Women’s Studies and Development Centre (WSDC) was established by University of
Delhi in 1987.
4. The Department-cum-Centre for Women’s Studies and Development was originally set up as
a Centre for Women’s Studies and Development in 1987 with Prof. Pam Rajput as its
Founding Director.
5. Centre for Women’s Studies and Development Banaras Hindu University in 1987.
6. Centre for Women’s Studies was started in 1988 in Alagappa University in Karaikudi, Tamil
Nadu.
7. School of Women’s Studies was founded in 1989 in Jadavpur University in Kolkata by
Jasodhara Bagchi as founder-director.
8. Centre of Women’s Studies was established in 1989 University of Calcutta by Bharati Ray.
9. Women’s Studies. Research Centre was founded in 1989 in M.S. University, Vadodara by
Amita Verma.
10. Women’s Studies Centre was started in 1989 in Mysore University by Rameswari Varma.

Definition
Women’s Studies is not simply a study of women; it also involves critical reflection on the
process of knowing and on the established understandings of history, literature, society, the arts, and
the sciences. According to Hunter College Women’s Studies Collective, it is the study of women that
places power at the center of the process. It examines the world and the human beings in it with
question, analyses and theories built directly on women’s experiences. Because not all women’s lived
experiences are the same, women’s studies is also about differences in caste, class, race, ethnicity,
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nationality, sexual identity, generation, religion, physical ability and other identity markers. While
many might characterise the field as concerned with victimhood, we disagree. We believe the ultimate
aim of women’s studies is to show women in a role of agency: analysing the social construction of
gender and power, challenging old knowledge about women, creating novel knowledge about women
and becoming active in the transformation of society through the creation of alternatives to the present
construction of power and inequality in order to help women and men to fulfill their human potential.
Knowledge about ourselves and our world has usually been divided, for the purpose of study, into
different disciplines and has largely been constructed from the point of view of men, not women.
Some field have a long past, as in the case of history or philosophy. Various other fields, sociology
and psychology, have developed only in the past century. However long these areas of study have
been in existence, each involves a relatively distinctive approach to knowledge. Each also involves an
explicit set of observations concerning what is ‘true’ and rests on an implicit set of assumptions and
ethical views. These assumptions and observations provide us with guideline for human action. Yet, if
these assumptions and observations reflect a predominantly masculine perspective on reality, the
interpretation they elicit may not be as true for women as for men. They often do not reflect women’s
experiences of reality and they are often poor guides for women. They represent men’s studies without
awareness of their limitations, in contrast with the new field of men’s studies now developing which
calls attention to issues of gender and question traditional assumptions about women’s and men’s roles.
Women studies focuses on women’s experiences and points of view. It seeks to provide observations
and to develop concepts and theories realities and enable women to better choose their goals.
Women’s studies is both a complement and correction to established disciplines and a relatively
new academic field of its own. It requires other fields to reexamine and revise the basic assumptions
and methods on which they rest. As a more recent discipline, women’s studies crosses the boundaries
between established fields, providing fresh views of their subject matter and creating coherent novel
way of seeing the world. Women’s studies contributes to change of a cardinal kind as a result of its
search for knowledge’.

SCOPE OF WOMEN’S STUDIES
The nature and approach of women’s studies is an interdisciplinary subject across the world.
According to Thara Bhai, for the historians, women’s studies are significant as history totally
unacknowledged women and women’s role in building the nation is yet to be known. Women’s studies is
key subject for sociologists as many evils of the societies can be tacked only later getting a holistic view of
the society and only after understanding women’s views on these problems. The culture in which the
women are nurtured is the biggest enemy for freedom and women’s studies look in to the possible ways as
means to come out this and also to make strategies to overcome this for women.
The scope of women’s studies is gigantic as all the socio-economical and cultural issues are
either women’s issue or related to that. In this context, it is to be pointed out that women’s studies
cannot have a concrete theories as pure sciences because of the nature of society. Just like any other
social science theory, women’s studies will be abstract which should be applied in all divisions and
sectors of the society and modify them periodically. The theoretical jargons can be taken as basis of
analysis but the theory cannot be used. But most of theories are contextual in character and abstract in
nature. The methodological application in women’s studies is another area in which women’s studies
have to do a plenty of research. Orthodoxical methodology may not be much useful for women’s
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studies and therefore new tools and techniques should be evolved to infer the correct result. Women’s
studies gave a vast scope for multiple disciplines as it is an interdisciplinary subject. The findings of
women’s studies researches can be applied both for scientific researches and action programmes.

WOMEN’S MOVEMENT IN INDIA
Women’s Movement in Pre-independent India
Resistance to women’s oppression in India neither began nor ended with British colonial rule but
had its roots in the Indian social structure and cultural heritage. The roots of the Indian women’s
movement goes back to the nineteenth century male social reformers who took up issues concerning
women and started women’s organisations. The dominant academic and political discourses aligns the
birth of women’s movements to that of the social reform movement in the nineteenth century. Social
reformers like Raja Rammohan Roy, Ishwarchandra Vidyasagar, Mahatma Jotiba Phule and Mahadev
Ranade raised their voices against the prevailing religious and social customs that subjugated women.
Particularly, Raja Rammohan Roy who was a founder of Brahma Samaj (1828), admired by the western
teaching, social ethics and institutions, became a pioneer in the fight against the subjugation of women. He
campaigned vigorously for women’s rights, specifically, the ‘Practice of Sati’. However, the nature of
women’s movement in the nineteenth century was primarily concerned with the problem of the uppercaste/class women. On the other hand, Mahatma Jotiba Phule and his wife Savitribai Phule were the
great advocates for the education of all women, cutting across the caste divisions.
The first modern woman humanitarian was Savitribai Phule (1831-97), who was born into a
middle-class farming family in Naigaon village near Satara, Maharashtra. Savitribai Phule is regarded
as an important figure of the Social Reform Movement in Maharashtra and is regarded as
“Rashtramata” (The Mother of the Nation). Despite of being hurdled by the caste-based disabilities of
being born into Mali community – a backward caste then, Savitribai Phule emerged as the most radical
figure in terms of women’s liberation based on education. However, her caste status of being a low
caste women shadowed much of her great contributions towards the emancipation of women. Her
position of being a champion towards the fight for women’s rights gets constructed as secondary to
Pandita Ramabai though the latter was born twenty-eight years later. Thus, one could understand how
caste operates even in defining the women’s movement in the country.
Savitribai Phule founded the first girls’ school in Pune in 1848, to nine students belonging to
various castes. She was the first woman teacher (1848), the first woman educationist, the first poet and
the foremost emancipator of women in India. Similarly, in 1882, Tarabai Shinde (1850-1910) wrote
“Stri Purush Tulana” (A Comparison between Women and Men), a satirical protest against elite men
who supported the court sentence meted to the brahman widow Vijayalakshmi for killing her
illegitimate child in Surat, Gujarat. If Savitribai were not to undergo the ordeals she went through, the
women of India would not have attained even the status they have today in society.
By the end of the nineteenth century, some women emerged from within the reformed families
who formed organisations of their own. For example, Pandita Ramabai (1858-1922) founded Arya
Mahila Samaj in 1882. Few years later, she started the Sharda Sadan in 1889 in Bombay and Ladies
Society in Calcutta by Swarnakumari Devi in 1882.
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By the beginning of the 1900s, however, the women’s movement become more aligned with
nationalist political campaigning for India’s freedom struggle. An Indian women’s conference
organised in 1904 took active part in the boycott of foreign goods in 1905. Some early local groups
were the Tamil Mathar Sangam (Tamil Women’s Organisation) which met in Madras (1906) and
Kanchipuram (1907-1914); the Gujarati Stree Mandal in Ahmedabad (1908); and the Banga Mahila
Samaj (1909) and the Aghorekamini Roy’s Nari Samiti (Women’s Society, 1910) in Bengal to help
women workers in tea plantations. According to Bagal, in 1910, Sarala Devi Chaudhurani, daughter
of Swarnakumari Devi formed the Bharat Stree Mandal (Great Circle of India Women) with the
objective of bringing together women of all castes, creeds, classes and parties on the basis of their
common interest in the moral and material progress of the women of India. Local sectarian groups
included Stri Zarthoshti Mandal (Parsi Women’s Circle) in 1903 in Bombay; Anjuman-e-Khawatine-Islam (Muslim Women’s Conference) established in 1914 by the radical writer Rokeya Sakhawat
Hossain (1880-1932); and the Ladies’ Auxiliary of the YMCA, later known as the Young Women’s
Christian Association (YWCA). Using the core membership of the Madras society and the institutional
framework of the Theosophical Society (TS), the first secular national women’s group, the Women’s
Indian Association (WIA), was established in 1917.
By 1927, three major nationwide organisations, the Women’s Indian Association (1917), The
National Council of Women in India (1925) and the All India Women’s Conference (1927) were
discussing major women’s issues and social problems concerning them. They organised women’s
resistance groups to express solidarity with the freedom movement. In 1929, Indian women earned rights
to property and inheritance equal to men’s rights (Hindu Law of Inheritance Act, 1929). This Act
conferred inheritance rights on three female heirs, i.e., son’s daughter, daughter’s daughter and sister
(thereby creating a limited restriction on the rule of survivorship). Another landmark legislation conferring
ownership rights on woman was the Hindu Women’s Right to Property Act (XVIII of) 1937.
On independence in 1947, the Indian Constitutions gave equal rights to women in education,
employment, wages, property and marriage. But, Padmalaya Mahapatra and Bijoyini Mohanty points
out that ‘solitary achievements by women leaders in history and Indian Struggle for Freedom can be
cited as examples, but not instances of social equality’. Because the nature of women’s movement in
the pre-independence was primarily concerned with the problem of the upper-caste/class women.
Following are the timeline of other activities in this era:



Rokeya Sakhawat Hossain’s (1880-1932) most famous work was the pungent short story,
Sultana’s Dream published in 1905 and three decades later in 1932, unfinished work, “Narir
Adhikar” (Women’s Rights).




Ramabai Ranade started Seva Sadan at Poona in 1909.



Rassundari Devi (born 1810) was the first notable Bengali woman writer, whose Amar Jiban
(My Life, 1876) is the first autobiography in that language.



Kripabai Sattianadhan wrote Saguna: The Story of Native Christian Life in 1886. Saguna is
the first autobiographical novel in English by an Indian woman. It was published as a book in
1895.

In 1912, Sister Subbalakshmi (1886-1969) was the first Hindu widow to receive B.A. degree
in Madras and in January 1912, began Sarada Ladies Union (SLU) to promote
intellectualism in women.
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Kamala Sattianadhan was the first Indian woman to receive a B.A. in Madras province. The
Indian Ladies’ Magazine, published in Madras from 1901 to 1918 and from 1927 to 1938
by Kamala Satthianandhan, was one of the first women-edited periodicals in colonial India.



In 1910, Telugu-Indian reformer Viresalingam Pantulu founded Andhra Mahila Sabha
(Andhra Women’s Club) to educate and give vocational training to disadvantaged women.



Dr. Muthulakshmi Reddy was the first woman legislator in India. She was appointed to the
Madras Legislative Council in 1927. In 1930, Dr. Reddy started Avvai Home for destitute girls.



Anasuya Sarabhai was a pioneer of the women’s labour movement in India. She founded the
Ahmedabad Textile Labour Association (Majoor Mahajan Sangh), India’s oldest union of
textile workers, in 1920.




Saroj Nalini started her first Mahila Samiti in 1913 at Pabna (now in Bangladesh) in Bengal.



Manada Devi Mukhopadhyay published Sikshita Patitat Atmarcharit (“Autobiography of
an Educated Fallen Woman”) in 1929.



Durgabai Deshmukh was a member of the Constituent Assembly of India and the Planning
Commission of India. She founded the Andhra Mahila Sabha (Andhra Women’s
Conference) in 1937 and ‘Council for Social Development’ in 1962. She was also the
founder chairperson of the Central Social Welfare Board in 1953.



Rajkumari Amrit Kaur was the first woman central minister for health and later the president
of the United Nations World Health Assembly.



In 1938, a National Planning Committee (NPC) was set up to chart the course of future
planning in India, a sub-committee on women called Women’s Role in Planned Economy
(WPRE), was established in 1939 to examine and make recommendations on women’s role
in the planned economy.



The Mahila Atma Raksha Samiti (Women’s Self-defense Association, MARS) was founded
in 1942 in Bengal.

The Chhatri Sangha (Women Students’ Association) was formed in Calcutta in 1928 by
Kalyani Das, Surrama Mitra and Kamala Dasgupta.

Women’s Movement in Post-independent India to Today
Post-Independence, the Women’s Indian Association was incorporated into AIWC followed by
National Federation of Indian Women (established in 1954). The first two decades after the period
witnessed such activities of the aforementioned and similar organisations being carried out in a
mundane manner due to the indifference of the society and the wide political interventions focussed on
the process of development and national building. According to Aparna Basu, the partition of India
also divided the Indian Women’s Movement on the basis of borders and religion. While those of the
Muslims women leaders got located to Pakistan, the Indian Hindu women leaders formally joined the
Indian National Congress and held positions of power as Ministers, Governors and Ambassadors.
India’s Constitution gave universal adult franchise and by the mid-fifties, India had fairly liberal laws
concerning women. Most of the demands of the women’s movement had been met and there seemed
few issues left to organise around. Women’s organisations then saw the problem as one of
implementation and consequently, there was a lull in the women’s movement.
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The post-independence and contemporary women’s movement is characterised by many smaller
movements and thousands of small organisations working towards betterment of women and demanded
gender equality, questioned gender-based division of labour and highlighted the oppressive nature of the
existing patriarchal structure but inquisitively remained silent on the issues of Dalit women.
In the two decades that followed, 1950s and 1960s, there was a lull in the activities of feminists
and in the women’s movements in India. According to G. Forbes, Rau Committee (1941) was
examining the possibilities of reforming Hindu law. Women leaders who had worked hard and long to
secure legal reform were hesitant to join Congress’s boycott. M.K. Gandhi dismissed the Rau
Committee as a government ploy to divert attention, and Mridula Sarabhai insisted that women put
nationalist issues first. However, in 1948 when the Hindu Code Bill (as Legal Weapon of Women’s
Liberation) was introduced in Parliament and debated on the floor of the house, the opposition was
strong against the Bill. Dr. B.R. Ambedkar resigned in protest from the cabinet in September 1951.
The Hindu Code Bill finally came about in 1956. Thus, the Hindu Code Bill helped the resurgence of
feminist movement in India.
According to B. Suguna, the significant characteristics of third phase of women’s movement, i.e.,
from post-independence era to 1985 are as follows: till the 1970s, a kind of passivity or
accommodation due to the socio-economic conditions of free India influenced the women’s movement
where the economic crisis of 1960s created an atmosphere in which issues concerning women were
more and demanded bigger role of women. The period from 1976-1985 (International women’s
decade) saw the emergence of autonomous women’s movement in which autonomous women’s
groups and organisations started movement for ‘liberation’. The women’s organisations that emerged
during the autonomous movement period could be divided into the following seven categories:



Autonomous groups which were engaged mainly in agitations, propagandism and worked
towards the building gender consciousness.



Grassroot or mass based organisations like trade unions, agricultural labourers’ associations,
democratic groups and organisations led by tribes/indigenous people, etc. in which women’s
issues like domestic violence, sexual harassment by landlords and alcoholism of men were
considered as important.




Groups that concentrated on providing service, shelter, homes, etc. to the needy women.





Women’s wings or fronts of the political parties.

Professional women’s organisations such as doctors, lawyers, etc. that seek to agitate against
work-based discrimination, created alternative channels for professional activity.
Groups involved in research and documentation on women’s issues.
Dalit women’s groups and organisations which upheld the voices against caste-based
discrimination and lacunae in mainstream Indian feminism.

These groups and organisations took up the aforesaid issues of women. Interestingly, these
organisations did not operated under the shadow of any political parties and had all women
memberships. They have interesting names which highlight women solidarity and power namely
Saheli (female friend), Vimochana, Manushi (women), Stri Shakti, Nari Samata Manch, Mahila
Dakshita Samiti, Sangharsh Samiti in Delhi, Stri Mukti Sanghathana, Bharatiya Stree Shakti,
Socialist Women’s Groups, Bharatiya Stree Shakti in Bombay, Purogami Sanghathana and
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Satyashodhak Kashtakari Mahila Sabha in Pune, Stri Shakti Sanghathana in Hyderabad and
Pennurimai Iyyakam in Madras.
According to Radha Kumar, women disappointed with the status quo joined fights for the rural
poor and industrial working class such as the Tebhaga movement in Bengal, the Telangana movement
in Andhra Pradesh or the Naxalite movement in Bengal. Shahada movement, which acquired its
name from the area in which it occurred, in Dhulia district in Maharashtra, was a Bhil tribal landless
labourers movement against landlords. Women played a prominent role and led demonstrations, was
in forefront for sloganeering and mobilised the masses. It has been said that women were more active
in the movement and as their militancy increased, they demanded direct action on issues specific to
them as women such as physical violence and abuse as a result of alcoholism.
Meantime in Ahmedabad, what was probably the first attempt at a women’s trade union was
made with the formation of the Self Employed Women’s Association (SEWA) at the initiative of Ela
Bhat in 1972. Its aim was to improve the condition of poor women who worked in the unorganised
sector by providing training, technical aids and collective bargaining. Based on Gandhian ideals,
SEWA has been a remarkable success.
Mrinal Gore of the Socialist Party and Ahalya Rangnekar of the CPI-M launched the anti- price
rise agitations in 1973 in Mumbai, Maharashtra which was the direct result of the drought and famine
conditions that affected rural Maharashtra in the early 1970s. These led to a sharp price rise in urban
Maharashtra. In 1973, the United Women’s Anti-Price Rise Front was formed to mobilise women
against inflation. This movement spread to Gujarat, where it was called the Nav Nirman movement. In
Gujarat, the movement started as a student’s movement against spiraling costs, corruption and black
marketing. Launched in 1974, the movement was soon joined by thousands of middle class women.
In 1973, the Chipko Movement was launched, led by the women of Garhwal especially Gaura
Devi, Sudesha Devi and Bachni Devi. It was a unique form of protest of hugging trees to prevent them
from being cut down. The Bodhgaya Movement, initiated in 1978 in the Gaya district of Bihar, was a
struggle for women and land rights by landless labourers and sharecroppers. Medha Patkar established
Narmada Bachao Andolan in 1989. In Andhra Pradesh, the Anti-Arrack Movement was strong in 1992-93
and it spread into other states at different levels. More than 40,000 women uniting and blocking the arrack
auction in Andhra was a historic chapter in the Indian women’s movement. In 1974, the Towards Equality
Report of the Committee on the Status of Women in India was brought out at the request of the United
Nations. It sparked debate and discussions among academicians and activists.
The year 1975 saw the development of a number of feminist activities in various parts of the
country, especially in Maharashtra. This is seen as an indirect result of the United Nations Declaration
of 1975 as the International Women’s Year. An intensifying of interest in women’s issues and
problems had been taking place in Maharashtra from the early 1970s. Inspired by the formation of the
Progressive Organisation of Women (POW) in Hyderabad, Maoist women formed the Purogami Stree
Sangathana (Progressive Women’s Organisation) in Pune, and the Stree Mukti Sangathana (Women’s
Liberation Organisation) in Bombay. On 8 March 1975, the International Women’s Day was
celebrated for the first time by both party-based and autonomous organisations in Maharashtra.
In September, a conference of Devadasis was organised. In October, a number of organisations
which had developed out of the Maoist movement, such as the Lal Nishan Party, the Shramik
Sanghathana and Magowa organised a ‘United Women’s Liberation Struggle’ conference in Pune. A
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connection was established between the anti-caste Dalit movement and feminism. The Dalits were
classified as untouchables because of the activities they undertook, such as curing leather or clearing
excreta. The Dalits had been agitating for social acceptance, and for women’s rights to education,
widow remarriage and against Purdah. Women from the Dalit Movement formed the Mahila Samta
Sainik Dal (League of Women Soldiers for Equality) in Aurangabad. It stressed on equality, and
highlighted women’s oppression, especially the oppressive character of religion and the caste system.
Ruth Manorama was Women’s Voice founded in 1985 and National Federation of Dalit Women
(NFDW) in 1995. The Honour for Women National Campaign is a nationwide movement in India to
end violence against women. The movement was founded by women’s rights activist Manasi Pradhan
in the year 2009.
According to G. Gangoli, feminism was challenged by various minority groups (including dalit
women’s) for not entirely addressing the needs of minority populations. It was suggested that
‘mainstream’ feminism was upper caste and Hindu in its orientation and did not address the concerns
of minority women. This led to the formation of the Awaaz-e-Niswaan (The Voice of Women) in
1987 in Mumbai in largely Muslim part of the city. The Muslim community has personal laws that
often were considered harmful to the rights of Muslim women.
In the 1980s, feminists drew attention to the facts and consequences of violence against women
themselves. Some of the earliest autonomous women’s groups were the Progressive Organisation of
Women (POW, Hyderabad), the Forum against Rape (later called the Forum against Oppression of
Women), and Stree Sangharsh and Samata (Delhi). Among the first campaigns that women’s groups
took up was the struggle against rape (build pressure to reopen the Mathura case) in 1980.
Among them was a campaign, in 1985, in support of the Supreme Court judgment in the divorce
case where Shah Bano, a Muslim woman who had petitioned the Court for maintenance from her
husband under Section 125 of the Criminal Procedure Act and the Court granted her demand. In 1985,
The Forum against Sex-Determination and Sex Preselection (ASDSP) was formed in Bombay, to
prevent sex determination and sex pre-selection tests. In 1987, Roop Kanwar, a young widow, was
forcibly put on the funeral pyre of her husband and burnt to death in a village in Rajasthan. Women’s
groups rose in protest and declared this to be a cold-blooded murder. They demanded a new Sati
Prevention Bill. In 1986, the National Policy on Education (NPE) was created in India, and the
government launched the programme called Mahila Samakhya (in 1988), whose focus was on the
empowerment of women.
On the other hand, some of the important policy guiding documents include – the National Plan
of Action for Women adopted in 1976 which became the guiding document for the development of
women till 1988 when a National Perspective Plan for Women (1988-2000) drafted by a Core Group
of Experts is more or less a long-term policy document advocating a holistic approach for the
development of women. The National Nutritional Policy articulates nutritional consideration in all
important policy instruments of Government and identifies short-term and long-term measures
necessary to improve the nutritional status of women, children and the country as a whole. The
National Plan of Action of the Girl Child (1991-2000) is an integrated multi-sectoral decadal Plan of
Action, for ensuring survival, protection and development of children with a special gender sensitivity
built for girl children and adolescent girls. In addition to these women-specific policies, there are
many more women-related measures like the National Policy on Education (1986), National Health
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Policy (1983) and the National Population Policy (1993), which have been influencing the welfare and
development of women and children in the country.
Empowerment is the buzzword of the 1990s. But there is little consensus on the definition and
use of the term. Indeed, most of the time, it seems to be transparent, and so not in need of definition.
According to Bina Agarwal, empowerment is ‘a process that enhances the ability of disadvantaged
(powerless) individuals and groups to challenge and change (in their favour) existing power
relationships that place them in subordinate economic, social and political positions’.
The 1995 Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing marked a significant turning point for
the global agenda for gender equality. The Beijing Declaration and the Platform for Action, adopted
unanimously by 189 countries, is an agenda for women’s empowerment and considered the key global
policy document on gender equality. This awareness was reflected in 1996. The United Front
Government introduced the Constitution (Eighty-first) Amendment Bill, which sought to reserve for
women one-third of the seats in Lok Sabha and state assemblies.
Women Members in Lok Sabha
Years of Lok Sabha
Number of Women MPs
Percentage
1952-57
22
4.50
1957-62
22
4.45
1962-67
31
6.28
1967-71
29
5.58
1971-76
28
5.41
1977-80
19
3.51
1980-84
28
5.29
1985-90
43
7.95
1990-91
29
5.48
1991-96
39
7.30
1996-98
40
7.37
1998–99
43
7.92
1999-04
49
9.02
2004-09
45
8.29
2009-14
59
10.87
2014-19
66
12.15
Source: Data compiled by Factly team from the statistical reports of the Election Commission of India.

NATIONAL COMMITTEE AND COMMISSION FOR WOMEN
National Committee for Women
1. In 1938, a National Planning Committee (NPC) was set up to chart the course of future
planning in India, a sub-committee on women called Women’s Role in Planned Economy
(WPRE), was established in 1939 to examine and make recommendations on women’s role
in the planned economy.
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2. The National Committee on Women’s Education was accordingly set up by the Government
in May 1958, with Durgabai Deshmukh as Chairman.
3. The Hansa Mehta Committee on differentiation of curricula for boys and girls (1961-62),
appointed by the National Council for Women’s Education.
4. The Kothari Education Commission (1964-66) wanted the gap between the education of men
and women to be closed within a short time span.
5. The Committee on the Status of Women in India was appointed by a resolution of the
Ministry of Eduction and Social Welfare in September 1971, with Phulrenu Guha as
Chairman.
6. National Plan of Action was the establishment of a Women’s Welfare and Development
Bureau (1976) in the Department of Social Welfare (Ministry of Education and Social
Welfare), a standing Advisory Committee at the national level that will review the Plan of
Action to be called “The National Committee on Women” with Prime Minister as the
Chairperson and similar committees at the State level under the Chairmanship of the Chief
Minister.
7. The United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women
(CEDAW), an expert body established in 1982, is composed of 23 experts on women’s
issues from around the world. Luvsandanzangyn Ider was a first chairperson of committee.
8. In 1996-97, Joint Select Committee on Reservation of Seats for Women in Lok Sabha and
Legislative Assemblies, with Geeta Mukherjee as Chairperson.
9. The Committee on Empowerment of Women was constituted for the first time on 29th April,
1997, with Bijoya Chakravarty as chairperson.
10. Justice Verma Committee was constituted to recommend amendments to the Criminal Law
so as to provide for quicker trial and enhanced punishment for criminals accused of
committing sexual assault against women in 2012.

National Commission for Women
(a) The Union Government set up the National Commission for Minorities (NCM) under the
National Commission for Minorities Act, 1992. Mohammed Amir Ali Khan was a first
chairperson of commission.
(b) The National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) of India is an autonomous public body
constituted on 12 October 1993 under the Protection of Human Rights Ordinance of 28
September 1993. Justice Ranganath Misra was a first chairperson of commission.
(c) The first Commission for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes was set up in August 1978
with Bhola Paswan Shastri as chairman and other four members. In 1990, the Commission
for SCs and STs was renamed as the National Commission for Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes and it was set up as a National Level Advisory Body to advise the
Government on broad policy issues and levels of development of Scheduled Castes and
Scheduled Tribes. The first Commission was constituted in 1992 with S.H. Ramdhan as
chairman.
(d) The first National Commission for Scheduled Castes was constituted on 2004 with Suraj
Bhan as the Chairperson.
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(e) The first National Commission was constituted on 2004 with Kunwar Singh as the
chairperson.
(f) The National Commission for Women (NCW) is a statutory body of the Government of India,
generally concerned with advising the government on all policy matters affecting women. It
was established in January 1992 under the provisions of the Indian Constitution, as defined
in the 1990 National Commission for Women Act. The first head of the commission was
Jayanti Patnaik.
Chairpersons of NCW
Name
From
To
Jayanti Patnaik
3 February 1992
30 January 1995
Dr. V. Mohini Giri
21 July 1995
20 July 1998
Vibha Parthasarathi
18 January 1999
17 January 2002
Dr. Poornima Advani
25 January 2002
24 January 2005
Dr. Girija Vyas
16 February 2005
8 April 2011
Mamta Sharma
2 August 2011
1 August 2014
Lalitha Kumaramangalam
29 September 2014
(Present)

MINISTRY AND ORGANISATIONS OF GOVERNMENT FOR
WOMEN
The Department of Women and Child Development, Government of India, came into existence
as a separate Ministry with effect from 30th January, 2006. Earlier since 1985, it was a Department
under the Ministry of Human Resources Development. The Ministry was constituted with the prime
intention of addressing gaps in State action for women and children for promoting inter-ministerial
and inter-sectoral convergence to create gender equitable and child-centred legislation, policies and
programmes.

Organisation
The Ministry of Women and Child Development is headed by Hon’ble Minister Maneka Sanjay
Gandhi. Shri V. Somasundaran is the Secretary (present) of the Ministry of Women and Child
Development. The activities of the Ministry are undertaken through seven bureaux.
The Ministry has six autonomous organisations, viz:








National Institute of Public Cooperation and Child Development (NIPCCD) in 1966
National Commission for Women (NCW) in 1992
National Commission for Protection of Child Rights (NCPCR) in 2007
Central Adoption Resource Agency (CARA) in 2003
Central Social Welfare Board (CSWB) in 1953
Rashtriya Mahila Kosh (RMK) in 1993

Working under its aegis. NIPCCD and RMK are societies registered under the Societies
Registration Act, 1860. CSWB is a charitable company registered under Section 25 of the Indian
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Companies Act, 1956. These organisations are fully funded by the Government of India and they
assist the department in its functions including implementation of some programmes/schemes. The
National Commission for Women was constituted as a national apex statutory body in 1992 for
protecting and safeguarding the rights of women. The National Commission for Protection of Child
Rights which is a national level apex statutory body constituted in the March 2007 for protecting and
safe guarding the rights of children. The National Mission for Empowerment of Women (NMEW) was
launched by the Government of India (GoI) on International Women’s Day in 2010 with the aim to
strengthen overall processes that promote all-round development of women. The Food and Nutrition
Board (FNB) is a technical support wing under Child Development Bureau of the Ministry. It was set
up in 1964.



